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	Pro Spring Integration is an authoritative book from the experts that guides you through the vast world of Enterprise Application Integration and application of the Spring Integration framework towards solving integration problems. The book is:

	
		An introduction to the concepts of Enterprise Application Integration
	
		A reference on building event-driven applications using Spring Integration
	
		A guide to solving common integration problems using Spring Integration



	What makes this book unique is its coverage of contemporary technologies and real-world information, with a focus on common problems that users are likely to confront. This book zeros in on extending the Spring Integration framework to meet your custom integration demands. 

	

	As Spring Integration is an extension of the Spring programming model it builds on the Spring Framework's existing support for enterprise integration. This book will take you through all aspects of this relationship and show you how to get the best out of your Spring applications, where integration is a consideration. It discusses simple messaging within Spring-based applications and integration with external systems via simple adapters. Those adapters provide a higher-level of abstraction over Spring's support for remoting, messaging, and scheduling, all of which receives coverage in this book.


	What you’ll learn

	
		Introduces the wide world of Spring Integration with an overview of application integration, the patterns involved and then quickly moving into applications
	
		How to identify integration problems that are best solved using Spring Integration and enterprise application integration (EAI)
	
		Discover and apply EAI patterns and related architectural concepts like staged event driven architectures (SEDA)
	
		Explore the concepts behind message-oriented middleware (MOM)
	
		How to interface with external systems using Spring Integration
	
		Extend the Spring Integration stack with custom adapters, endpoints, and more
	
		What are the next steps to production with expert insight into error handling, monitoring, management, and scaling the enterprise Java application



	Who this book is for


	This book is for any developer looking for a more natural way to build event-driven applications using familiar Spring idioms and techniques. The book is also geared towards architects seeking to better their applications and increase productivity in their developers.
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Protect Your Information With Intrusion Detection (Power)A-LIST Publishing, 2002
Protect Your Information with Intrusion Detection contains a detailed overview of the new technology in information protection--intrusion detection. This is a comprehensive handbook introducing the reader to the problem of intrusion detection, exploring the main concepts and principals of intrusion detection technology, and giving an...
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Voice Enabling Web Applications: VoiceXML and Beyond (With CD-ROM)Apress, 2001

	Ken Abbott's Voice Enabling Web Applications: VoiceXML and Beyond is a comprehensive introduction to the concepts, architectures, and implementation techniques underlying the development of voice-enabled Internet applications.


	This book is divided into three parts, each of which tackles an essential...
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Finance: A Fine ArtJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"Like a true Master in Fine Arts, Michel Fleuriet is able to combine a great historical culture with a deep technical background to give us a brilliant and synthetic view of the fundamentals driving financial markets. This book should be a reference in a troubled period where everyone, from the non professional investor to the sophisticated...
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Costa Rica (EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDE)DK Travel, 2010

	Get the most out of Costa Rica with this comprehensive guide, featuring 3D aerial views, cutaways and floor plans of all the major sites and dedicated pages to the country s abundance of flora and fauna, national parks and volcanoes. Sample the flavor of the country region by region, with full-color detailed maps of towns and comprehensive...
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Elementary Mathematical and Computational Tools for Electrical and Computer Engineers Using MATLAB, Second EditionCRC Press, 2001

	Engineers around the world depend on MATLAB for its power, usability, and outstanding graphics capabilities. Yet too often, engineering students are either left on their own to acquire the background they need to use MATLAB, or they must learn the program concurrently within an advanced course. Both of these options delay students from...
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Diseases of the Heart, Chest & Breast: Diagnostic Imaging and Interventional TechniquesSpringer, 2007


	The International Diagnostic Course in Davos (IDKD) offers a unique learning

	experience for imaging specialists in training as well as for experienced radiologists

	and clinicians wishing to be updated on the current state of the art and the

	latest developments in the fields of imaging and image-guided interventions.
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